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Smaller & lighter than conventional methods, yet 

tough and durable 

Immune to system noise - Selectable testing 

frequency and precise filters eliminate noise and 

interference concerns.

Live testing - Test can be made with the substation in 

service.

Easier testing - No network reconfiguration or  

protection equipment alterations required.

Safer testing - Lower current values increases tests 

safety.

Faster testing - Reduce testing times and testing costs to 

about 50% of high current methods.

Inbuilt memory - Frequency selective multimeters store 

up to 7000 records which can be later downloaded by USB 

to a computer.

High accuracy - Measure complex impedances 

accurately and repetitively .

Red Phase Instruments 8000S system, can be used to 

perform measurements included in international 

standards such as: IEEE 80-2000; IEEE 81-1983; DIN VDE 

0101; CENELEC HD637S1.

KEY FEATURES
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STANDARDS COMPLIANCE

8000S HIGH POWER 

EARTH TESTING SYSTEM

TEST CAPABILITIES
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High power earth systems (Substations, Transmission 

towers, etc)  have to be periodically monitored to check 

if they comply with safety levels established in standards 

and regulations. This testing is critical, as the safety of 

the employees and neighbors depend on it.

In order to reduce the effects of noise (caused by 

induction and unbalanced loads)  in these systems, 

conventional testing require high values of current 

injected into the system. This not only compromises 

safety, but also means bulky, heavy and expensive 

equipment that is difficult to carry and set up for field 

testing.

Red Phase Instruments 8000S High power earth testing 

system was designed to solve all the problems present in 

conventional testing methods.

By generating a  stable “off-frequency” current, that is 

very near but different to the grid’s frequency, and using 

precise filters to pick up the signal, we can test with no 

concern of the system’s noise (fundamental and 

harmonics won’t affect the measurement).

Earth Impedance.
Earth grid voltage rise.
Step and touch voltages.
Surface potential distribution.
Soil resistivity.
Earth continuity.
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Earth impedance directly refers to voltage rises in 
electrical systems under fault. These voltage rises can be 
extremely dangerous to utility and other personnel if 
they are over accepted safety levels.

“Off frequency” current is injected into the earth either 
by an independent cable and stake or, where possible 
using an out of service overhead line.

There are different accepted methods to set up the 
current injection point and loop. The simplest method is 
the linear method, where the current stake is located at a 
distance C=5D (5 times the Earthing grid longest 
measure, diagonal D). The reference (remote) potential 
point P, is located between P=0.6C and P=0.65C (60% to 
65% of the C’s length).

Once the current loop and remote voltage are set up, 
injecting current at the chosen frequency into the 
system, and using the frequency selective multimeter, 
the impedance is automatically calculated. 

For more accurate results, the current loop and voltage 
reference can be configured in different ways, and the 
impedance at the line’s frequency can be calculated by 
interpolation of impedances at off-key frequencies.

The same injection circuit used to calculate ground 

impedance can be used.

The frequency selective multimeter should be set up for 

touch and step voltages by selecting the 1k?  resistance 

that simulates a person’s internal resistance.

Circular metal discs of 8 cm radius are used to simulate 

the feet and hands and used to measure the voltage at 

different points of the area searching for high risk areas.

V0

VtouchVstep

Under fault conditions, currents flowing through the 

earth grid cause voltage gradients. 

Touch voltages refer to voltages that appear between 

“hand accessible” points and the feet.   

Step voltages refer to voltages that appear between the 

feet while walking through the site.

Both step and touch voltages should be monitored in 

order to prevent possible electrocution.
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Surface Potential distribution is a key factor that 

conveniently shows the state of the grounding system. 

After measuring the voltages generated at equidistant 

points over the grid, graphs can be easily generated 

showing equipotential sections and further investigation 

can be done in high risk areas.

The same  injection circuit used to calculate ground 

impedance can used.

An imaginary grid is laid over the substation or area and 

the frequency selective multimeter is connected to 

measure the voltage difference between the injection 

point and equidistant points over the grid.

As the impedance of an earth grid is influenced by the 

resistivity of the soil where it lays, soil resistivity 

measurements are an important parameter when 

designing earthing systems.

There are several possible connections. The Wenner 

array (shown in the drawing) is the simplest one. Current 

is injected over the Current stakes and the frequency 

selective multimeter calculates the resistance (R) 

according to the appearing voltage between the 

potential stakes 

Resistivity is then easily calculated using the formula that 

suits the Wenner array:

ñ=2ðaR

SOIL RESISTIVITY

SOIL RESISTIVITY ARRAY

a a a

≤a/20

C1 P1
P2 C2

SURFACE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
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Once all these points are surveyed, results 
can be graphed and analyzed. 

A good performance grounding surface 
distribution curve should be relatively flat, 
usually with only a slight elevation at both 
ends.

Curve 1 is an example of an even potential 
distribution.

Curve 2 fluctuates and is an indication of a 
poor grounding system curve.
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curve 2
curve 1

curve 3

Even though most of Curve 3 has lower voltage difference values than Curve 1, it shows a severe voltage peak, 
indicating a localized problem in the grounding grid.

Grounding systems with curves like 2 or 3 need further analysis to correct their problems and be made safe.
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SYSTEM COMPOSITION

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

.

Switch mode voltage source generates stable signals at selected 

frequencies. 

Currents at frequencies within the 45 to 65 Hz range can be 

generated, which will suit 50 or 60 Hz networks.

This unit is connected to model 4023 (Coupling transformer) to 

increase the current signal by matching impedance.

Frequency selective ammeter and voltmeter, measures the 

magnitude and phase angles of signals in the selected frequency 

(range 40 to 69 Hz)

High quality filters allow use at frequencies up to a limit of 1 Hz 

difference from the line frequency and still be immune to 

interference. 

Internal rechargeable battery allows for flexible field testing. 

Current inputs for Rogowski type 545 worm coil, LEM-flex Rr3020 AC 

or  Fluke i300S flex current probe.

Two 4025D are included in the standard 8000S bundle to allow more 

efficient testing.

MODEL 4024 INJECTION UNIT

MODEL 4025D FREQUENCY 

SELECTIVE MULTIMETER

.

Coupling transformer designed to produce maximum power output 

into a 1500VA load. 

This transformer is driven by Model 4024 (injection unit) at 180V 

which is connected to the primary. The secondary is then connected 

to the current loop to inject the current into the grounding grid.

A selector switch is used for different secondary taps to match 

current loop impedance.

Easily checks the continuity of connections within an earthing 

system.

Composed by a base unit which contains the DC power supply and 

current source, and a remote unit which contains the handheld 

meter and measurement probe.

Remote unit has a fixed 5m lead that connects to the base unit and a 

0.8 m lead to the probe handle. A 100m extension reel allows speedy 

testing over a 100m radius from the base unit.

MODEL 4023 COUPLING 

TRANSFORMER

MODEL 4022B EARTH 

CONTINUITY TESTER

Rogowski coil Fluke i3000S Flex 24 100 m extension cable on a reel
Type 545 worm current input current probe for remote unit of 4022B earth 
3 m long with interface unit.

continuity tester.
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

RED PHASE INSTRUMENTS  has been providing instrument and 
testing solutions for the worldwide electric power industry for more than 35 years.

From our headquarters in Melbourne, Australia, we design and manufacture state of the 
art equipment that often no other company makes. We also manufacture and service 
older an more mature products that are still in demand.

Our customers vary from the very largest national utilities to small pacific island 
cooperatives with only 10MW capacity.

No matter who our customers are, we plan to give them excellent service and products 
helping them to achieve the maximum result at a reasonable price.

 Distributed By:

Current ramping (up and down) Automa�c & Manual op�ons

Output Voltage 0-180V / 1500 VA max

Output Frequency range 45 to 65 Hz

 @ 30° C (Ambient temperature) 1500 VA con�nuous

 @ 40° C (Ambient temperature)
1200 VA con�nuous / 1500 VA for 1 hour at 
50% duty cycle.

 @ 50° C (Ambient temperature)
800 VA con�nuous / 1500 VA for 10 minutes 
at 25% duty cycle.

Alerts LED & Buzzer alerts

Safety features Emergency push stop button

Input Power 200 V to 250 V (50 Hz or 60 Hz) / 1500 VA

Input Protection Magne�c circuit breaker

Display 40x2 line LED backlit LCD

Size 480 x 380 x 200 mm (19" x 15 " x 8 ")
Weight (Without accessories or 
test leads) 12 kg (26.4 lb)

Model 4024 Injection Unit

Maximum Output

Primary Winding 1500 VA, 180 V @ 8.33 Amps

Secondary Winding Mul�-tapped with graded outputs

0.5 ? 26 V @ 55 A

1.0 ? 38 V @ 37 A

2.0 ? 53 V @ 26 A

4.0 ? 75 V @ 19 A

7.0 ? 99 V @ 14 A

10.0 ? 113 V @ 12 A

20.0 ? 167 V @ 8 A

40.0 ? 236 V @ 6 A

Protection Auto-reset�ng thermal cut-out

Size 370 x 310 x 360 mm (14.5" x 12 " x 14 ")
Weight (Without accessories or 
test leads) 32 kg (70.4 lb)

Model 4023 Coupling Transformer

The ratings above are for a typical 33% duty cycle of loading for 20 min. 
in 60.

Measurements Voltage and current simultaneously

Calculations Automa�cally Phase & Impedance

Current probe input Rogowski coil or Lem
Frequency Selection 40 to 69 Hz in 1 Hz steps
Linearity Error < 1%
Magnitude Error < 1 %
Phase Error < 1 degree max, +/- 3 counts typ

 +/- 1 Hz of power frequency  -42 dB min
> +/- 3 Hz of power frequency  -48 to -60 dB
> +/- 5 Hz of power frequency  -54 to -64 dB
> +/- 10 Hz of power frequency  -60 to -74 dB

Range Auto or Manual selec�on
Voltage 20 mV, 0.2 V, 2 V, 20 V, 200 V
Current 0.2 A, 2 A, 20 A, 200 A
LEM 3000 mV (full-scale output from LEM)

Voltage input impedance switch
1 M?  for impedance and 1 k?  for step and 
touch measurements

Test records Stores up to 7000 test records

PC interface USB

Power source
Internal rechargeable lead-acid battery 6V 
4.2 Ah

Battery Life 8 to 10 Hs. Con�nuous use

Max. power consumption 3.5 Watts
Display 12.5 cm (5") 

Size 345 x 300 x 150 mm (13.5" x 12 " x 5.9 ")
Weight (Without accessories or 
test leads) 5.5 kg (12.1 lb)

Noise overload level: 17.5 dB typically above full scale

Typical 50 or 60 Hz noise attenuation:

Model 4025D Frequency Selective Multimeter

Operating Range 0 to 1999 mOhms

Accuracy
1% nominal (Unit has calibra�on checking 
procedure)

Injection current
Typically 1 A (Depends on the external 
burden and internal supply)

Input Power
100 V to 250 V (50 Hz or 60 Hz) or  12VDC 
battery

Size Main Unit 275 x 250 x 180 mm (11" x 10 " x 7")
Size Remote Unit 92 x 86 x 53 mm (3.5" x 3" x 2 ")
Weight 2.5 kg (5.5 lb)

Model 4022B Earth Continuity Tester
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PT. SURYA TOTAL PERTIWI
Electrical Supplier & Distributor
Jl. Danau Sunter Utara Blok B1A No.15
Jakarta Utara 14350 Indonesia
Tel: 021-65307382  Fax: 021-6516120
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